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FEEDBACK FORM #2 

THIS FORM IS FOR YOU! 
 
To be filled out within 2 hours following the practice classes you teach. Focus on the questions that 
provoke thought or feeling for you and use them as an opportunity to explore where you are now as a 
teacher and how you want to grow as a teacher. 
 

1. What length of class did I teach?  
 

60 MINUTES 

 

 

2. What did I do to connect with students before and after class? If nothing what could I have done? 

 

I GREETED THEM AT CHECK IN.  

 

3. Generally how am I feeling about the class I just taught? Was I present in the room? 

 

This was my best practice class yet. It was great. I implemented all of the technical breath 

work that I have been working on with Siobhan, while maintaining a fun and personal 

class. It was a really fun and satisfying experience.  

 

 

4. How was my timing/pace? Length of holds? Smoothness of transitions? 

 

I was a bit fast, forgot Dancer’s pose and ended 5 minutes early.  Oops! 

 

 

5. Was I connected to the people in the room? How was my language appropriate to the level(s) of 
students present? 

 

YES. 
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6. How did I bring my own voice through the Moksha sequence to support and challenge the 
students? 

 

I was relaxed and really spoke to the room. I was technical, but also myself. 

 

7. Did I set a silent intention prior to walking into class, or an intention aloud when I began the 
class? If so, how did I stay connected to my intention, and/or keep the students connected to the 
intention? 

 

My intention to the class came organically out of the class. It was “how much energy do 

you need to be using right now? Are you using too much? Too little?  It was good and I 

kept going back to that and addressed it during final Savanasa by suggesting they go back 

to that idea throughout their day.   

 

 

8. Based on this teaching experience, and after reviewing the student feedback, what one thing will I 
work to improve on in my teaching? 

 
 

Be even less “long-winded” in some cues and better pacing.  


